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tinged by the jazzy glamour of
the webers whisper-intimate
orchestral set works for
saxophone and orchestra, and
the giddy frenzy of top of the
world, eberhards second lp is
arguably the darkest yet
elegant album of his long
career. webers quartet also
went to the twisted, shattered
heart of modernism on another
album of staggering intensity,
music of my soul, another one
that ranks as a classic. (ks)
part of the zeitgeist of the
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early 2000s, this is kenny gs
era is when the birth of
commercial jazz finally came of
age. he recorded deep
thoughts around this period,
one of the best albums of the
decade. just as importantly, it
features the first recording of
what would prove to be a
highly successful duo with his
brother rob g. pele co-wrote
the album and performs a
couple of tracks. with its funk-
based horns, there are hints of
the early 1990s atlantic sound
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of [michael jacksons] is this it,
mixed with just enough
electronics to keep jazz fans
glued to the stereo. the first
album of the year 2000 was an
absolute knockout, as the
mellow soul of up close
(originally the title of her
album from 1989) spilled into a
triumphant rendition of the
kenny gs own composition, the
classic stars in my eyes. her
soulful vocals, a mix of vocal
and sax, combined with a
swaggering rock guitar, and a
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melody that bounces along like
an old-fashioned fiddle tune,
its a tough track to resist. this
was her first solo album since
1990s presence, a lovely
album which featured
contributions from the likes of
phil collins and celine dion. the
two albums together also
feature a duet with art
garfunkel
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Kenny G-Greatest Hits Full Album Zip

the complete and definitive
collection of kenny gs biggest

hits, greatest hits is a real
journey through the artist s

career. this time out, g s best-
selling instrumental albums

are presented in chronological
order, with the earliest

material at the beginning of
the collection. featuring the
most popular songs from his
career, including the top 10
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hits, great covers and some of
g s most memorable work,

greatest hits will be a lasting
addition to any jazz fan s

collection. included are the top
10 hits forever in love,

breathe, and everything, plus
the chart-toppers love theme

from st. elmo s fire and
songbird. the classic jazz

album contains an eclectic mix
of the greatest songs of g s
career and is sure to delight

fans of all ages. kenny g is one
of the great saxophone players
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of our time. he is best known
for his beautiful, lyrical

saxophone playing, but kenny
g has also composed a number

of memorable songs. here,
kenny g gives us a collection of

his greatest hits. it includes
some of his best-known songs,
including the title track from
his first album, duotones, the
chart-topping new standards,

and my heart will go on, a song
he recorded for the movie

titanic. this collection is a great
way to hear some of the most
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memorable saxophone playing
in music history. kenny g is

one of the world s most
successful and respected

musicians, and his most recent
album, new standards, is a

refreshing take on standards.
kenny g s best of kenny g

deluxe 2-cd set is a great way
to hear all the best kenny g
songs, from his first albums
duotones to new standards.

this cd is a must-have
collection for all kenny g fans.

5ec8ef588b
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